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Abstract
In the mid-1980’s, the design technology industry made its last major advance in design productivity with the introduction
of a logic-synthesis-based design methodology and associated verification techniques, built largely as an extension of the
existing logic-level library-based ASIC industry. Since then, we have extended the range (and lifetime) of that approach
somewhat, with the introduction of “RTL-level design” and “IP reuse” for example, while many of us have worked to
understand what will be the next mainstream major shift in single-chip silicon design methodology. It is important to
observe that every major improvement in design productivity has been led by a significant step in design methodology and
associated verification strategies. Over the past fifteen years we have proposed “hardware-software codesign” and have
developed complex chips (especially DSP’s) with special-purpose hardware for virtually any application mix. We have
proposed and developed dynamically-programmed FPGA-based approaches, VLIW and super-scalar architectures, SIMD
and a plethora of other hardware and software variations, even declaring the “end of ASICS” and a solid future for
application or task-specific processors. Through my role as Director of the GSRC, and my exposure to Silicon Valley and
its many start-ups, I have had the opportunity to study all of these approaches. After many years, I finally believe I know
the answer to the question “What will be the next big advance in single-chip design productivity?” and I will describe it in
this presentation!
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